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Beck's Futures 2002 is the UK's most generous and inclusive UKart prize. The exhibition opened
at the ICA from 29 March until12 May and showcased works presented by ten short listedartists.
Pulsar first met artist David Cotterrell in 1997 when he was astudent at Chelsea College of Art.
The piece Borrowed Time is a life size, three dimensionalprojection of a moving steam train. The
effect was achieved byfilming a train, moving through a tunnel on a section of theLakeside and
Haverthwaite Railway (from a fixed position onthe track ahead of it). The train was recorded as it
slowlygained speed towards the camera. Within the exhibition, thefootage was projected back
via a high powered video projectoron to a moving volume of gas (liquid CO2 and smoke fluid).
Initially, as the audience entered the room, the lights were upand the only evidence of activity
was the sound of a train inthe distance. As the train approached, the lights dimmed andthe
smoke machines were activated at the far end of the roomto produce a vertical curtain of gas
(as the gas hit the floor itrolled at a low level toward the audience). The distant imageof the train
moving through the tunnel was then faded in andprojected on to the surface of the gas. At this
stage the gas wassimply acting as a flat screen, but gradually the smoke movedalong the floor
towards the audience and the image of thetracks was picked up on its surface.
When the low lying smoke had reached the projector and thetracks were visible along the length
of the room, a solenoidwas triggered which directed the flow of smoke from the threesmoke
machines forward towards the audience. As the traintravelled the last ten metres towards the
camera, the gas whichhad formed its screen moved with the projected image towardsthe
audience. The clearly defined image of the steam trainrushed towards the viewer on a three and
half metre ball ofsmoke. Just as the smoke (and image) came within a metre ofthe audience,
plate mounted fans at the rear of the room weretriggered, dragging the smoke back. The image
of the trainfaded to black and the audience were left in the dark for a fewseconds with the noise
of the passing train. As the house lightsfaded up, the smoke collapsed to the floor and the
illusion wasdestroyed. The low-lying gas was pulled away from theaudience and extracted
through the rear wall of the room. Thesoundtrack continued until the noise of the train was no
longeraudible and the performance ended.
Borrowed Time was shown at the ICA, London as part of Beck'sFutures 2002 touring exhibition.
It was controlled through aMasterpiece 108 and lasted approximately five minutes.Borrowed
Time was also installed in this form for the 1997 MAshow at Chelsea College of Art.
pulsarlight.com
original link [http://www.pulsarlight.com/elluminate/showcase.htm#Borrowed%20Time] no
longer available
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